JoinPAY, a Modular Fintech Platform

About JoinPAY
fintech platform
JoinPAY is a universal modular fintech platform for business
encompassing both all the tools necessary for payments

(JoinCore, the proprietary EMV kernel, JoinPOS,
the application for POS terminals, JoinPSP, the proprietary
preprocessing, modules for services of various types of businesses:
transport, retail, etc., customer’s personal user account, mobile
application), and the collected data analysis system.
acceptance

Thanks to the modular architecture where the general things
and the things specific for each business are separated to the
greatest possible extent, it is easy to integrate new modules for
new types of business or to extend the current functionality.

Interaction between the services of JoinPAY fintech platform

JoinCORE — EMV payment kernel
The company’s proprietary payment EMV kernel
is fully supported by specification 4.3 on which
the JoinPAY payment solutions are based.

EMV 4.3 compliance
JoinCORE supports all the functionality provided by EMV 4.3 specification.
Cross-platform functionality
It offers the possibility to work with various POS terminals equipment, validators
and SoftPOS solutions.
Ease of development
Ample functionality offers the possibility to use JoinCORE in all business areas.
Cards and tokens
It supports the work with the contact and contactless cards of the most popular
payment systems (Mastercard, VISA, MiR), and the tokenized cards on the devices
with Apple Pay, Google Pay, Samsung Pay, Android Pay, Mir Pay support.

JoinPOS — a crossplatform software
for the POS-terminals
JoinPOS offers the possibility to operate the
fleet of various equipment brands in a single
package.
Architecture ensuring the new equipment support with minimum consumption of
resources.
Supports all types of cards: magnetic, chip, contactless. The transport cards and
loyalty cards support.
Support of all popular terminal protocols.
Supports the POS terminals, validators, crypto keyboards of various brands.
JoinPOS is used in many business areas. Proprietary EMV payment core and flexible
architecture offer the possibility to create payment solutions for any business areas.

JoinTMS
Adjustable cloud TMS system allowing the Bank to
remotely control many of its POS terminals with the
JoinPOS software installed on them.

The cloud system of JoinTMS tracking system is intended for obtaining the latest
information on the administrable terminals, reduction of the equipment downtime
and increasing the efficiency of the use thereof.

The system displays the list of the administrable terminals, the versions of the software
and the OS installed thereon, the terminals’ working efficiency as well as the latest
information on the data exchange between the terminals and the TMS server.

The system offers the possibility to feed the primary EMV commands into the POS
terminal which offers the possibility to reconfigure the POS terminals equipment
without resorting to a massive update of the acquiring network.

JoinPSP — preprocessing
JoinPSP preprocessing offers the possibility to
arrange for the payment acceptance and to work
with several processing centers (PC’s) at a time.
Combines the functionality of PSP and IPSP
Offers the possibility to process the payments from both the classic ground
acquiring and the payments made through the internet acquiring and the FPS
(Faster Payments System).
Work with several PC’s
Such payment design offers the possibility to be in better commercial conditions which
will further increase the return of the terminals’ network from the payments
acceptance and to work in the other countries’ markets.
Profound analysis of the transactions
JoinPSP preprocessing in conjunction with JoinPAY cloud fintech platform provides a
powerful tool for a complete analysis of both cash and cashless transaction flows.

SoftPOS
SoftPOS technology allows the business to
accept payments using the contactless cards and
also to generate the fiscal sales receipts using a
plain smartphone.
Delivery services, courier services,
trade representatives.

Itinerant trade: fairs, festivals.

Self-employed workers.

Network retail.

Ample functionality of SoftPOS
Any Android smartphone
There are only two simple conditions: Android 7 version or higher and
availability of an NFC module. Your smartphone is ready to accept payments.

Not only the cards
Our solution offers the possibility to accept the bank cards as well as
the payments made through Apple Pay, Google Pay, Samsung Pay, Mir
Pay, as well as through the Faster Payments System (FPS). Furthermore,
the version of the application involving the products accounting offers
the possibility to accept the payments in cash.

Security
All the payment details are transferred in encrypted form and are not
stored on the smartphone. The solution complies with PCI DSS and PCI
CPoC) standards.
Integration into third-party applications
Thanks to the flexible infrastructure, we can integrate SoftPOS into
any third-party applications, e.g. applications of the banks, courier
services, etc.

JoinPAY online cash register
Offers the possibility to accept any types of bank
cards and cash in compliance with Federal Law. The
sales are managed through the personal user
account with the products accounting functionality.
Equipment
JoinPAY online cash register is powered by Salut 12F device. However, unlike the
competition, it may be ported to any device (if it has SDK).
Cash register application
It is based on JoinCORE core, and offers the possibility to make payments using the bank
cards, the FPS and cash. A convenient and advanced interface offers the possibility to
carry out all trade transactions for sales in the most user-friendly manner.
Cloud user account
The personal user account of JoinPAY online cash register offers the possibility to
arrange for the product accounting and also to obtain the payments analysis. The
personal user account offers the possibility to add the company’s cashiers, to fill up the
catalog of products, to create the loyalty programs, and also to export the detailed
reports on each trade outlet or employee.

Faster Payments System
Faster Payments System (FPS) offers the possibility to
enable the payments for the products and services in
favor of the legal entities using QR codes.
Wide coverage
Every single bank in the Russian Federation will be under obligation to ensure support
of the FPS technology before 1 October 2020. Consequently, the coverage of the
payments using the FPS will be wide.
Minimum costs for the business
The fee is very small (up to 0.8%), and there is no need for specialized payment equipment
(payments are made through a smartphone).

Ample functionality of use and integration
Faster Payments System can be integrated into any business areas, into the applications
and services. Such payments through the FPS are used in our own services, such as
SoftPOS, online cash register, etc.

Merchant Acquiring
JoinPAY trade acquiring offers the possibility to
arrange for bank cards payments for the products
and services as well as the tokenized cards payments
on the devices with Apple Pay, Google Pay, Samsung
Pay, Android Pay, Mir Pay support.
Various business areas
Thanks to JoinPoS software, we can enable acquiring in the trade outlets, ground
transport, air transport, in any vending devices and any other branches of the
business.
Work with several acquiring banks at a time
JoinPSP preprocessing offers the possibility to work with several processing centers
(PC’s) at a time that offers the possibility to provide better rates and to launch the
service in various countries.
Wide range of the equipment
JoinPOS is a cross-platform software that offers the possibility to provide a wide range of
supportable payment equipment to the customer and, when necessary, to promptly provide
the new equipment support.

Online acquiring
JoinPAY online acquiring is a very flexible
payment solution and can be integrated not only
into a web site but also into any service or
mobile application.
Various operating scenarios
Integration of the method of payment into web sites, services and mobile applications.
Billing through the personal user account. The customer receives a link to the payment.
Generation of the QR codes followed by sending thereof to the customer (FPS).
Functionality allowing to fully or partially reimburse the payment.
Blocking of the funds on the purchaser’s card and further debiting upon your
confirmation.

JoinPAY Transport
ERP system that offers the possibility to promptly
arrange for acceptance of the wire payments in
the transports in full compliance with Federal Law
and also to improve the internal processes of the
company.
Carrier’s personal user account
JoinPAY Transport cloud user account for the carrier companies allows a company
to track and analyze the running transactions (both in cash and cashless),
effectively fight against fraud, view the proceeds statistics by staff, vehicles, routes,
and also to manage the shifts, organize and automate the reporting, work with the
passengers, introduce the electronic passes, payments using the QR codes.
Mobile application for passengers
JoinPAY Transport mobile application allows the passengers to pay the fares in
public transport using the QR codes. Furthermore, through the application, the
passengers can view their fares paid for using the bank cards, electronic passes and
QR codes.

JoinPAY Aero
Cloud ERP system for airlines and catering
companies using which you can quickly organize the
sale of products and services on board of an aircraft
and obtain a full analysis of the sales.
Any types of airborne payments
Our equipment offers the possibility to accept any types of payments, including QR
code payments, and also to use various loyalty programs.
Airline’s personal user account
JoinPAY Aero personal user account helps an airline (catering company) to view
how efficient the sales of products and services are in each given aircraft or flight.

This service also provides for an effective fight against fraud.
An effective fight against fraud
JoinPAY Aero package applies the hybrid scheme that offers the possibility to process
the transactions with maximum efficiency and avoid fraud.

JoinPAY Vending
Trade Automation, wire payments and loyalty system
for the refrigerators and freezer chests.
Federal Law compliance
The system uses cloud fiscalization, and the customer’s application automatically
receives the fiscal sales receipts.
Business user account for the company
JoinPAY cloud user account will provide for the products accounting, the analysis
of the payments and creation of the promotional offers.
Mobile application for customers
The application allows the customer to find the closest refrigerator using the
geolocation and to make purchases.
Affordable equipment
All you need to begin working is a JoinPAY controller and an electronic lock for
the refrigerator.
Extended API
Thanks to the extended API, the owners of the vending networks can integrate the
functions of JoinPAY Vending into their systems.

JoinPAY Retail
It is used to implement complex failsafe payment
systems for large and small trade networks where a
high velocity of the processing of the transactions,
splitting of payments, advanced loyalty systems and
implementation of the payment analysis systems are
required.
Opening of acceptance of the bank cards for payment of the products.
Splitting of payments.
Implementation of the payments analysis system.
Implementation of the loyalty cards system.
Optimization of the cost of the acquiring services.
System of the acquiring equipment fleet management.
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